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We give a detailed description of the Schwartz kernel of the resolvent of the 
Laplacian on a certain class of complete Riemannian manifolds with negative 
sectional curvature near infinity. These manifolds have compactitications as C” 
manifolds with boundary on which the metric is conformal to a Cm metric (up to 
the boundary) with conformal factor pm*, where p is a defining function for the 
boundary. The modified resolvent R(i) = (A + S-‘[([ - n))- ’ defined and analytic 
in %([) z n is shown to extend to be meromorphic in the whole complex plane, 
when -S2 is equal to the sectional curvature at infinity. For hyperbolic spaces 
obtained as quotients T\H” + I, where f is a discrete group of fractional linear 
transformations having a geometrically finite fundamental domain without cusps at 
infinity, S is constant. We then deduce from the existence of this meromorphic 
extension of the resolvent the existence of a similar extension for the Eisenstein 
series. The basic method used to product a parametrix for the Laplacian is part of a 
more general construction, by G. Mendoza and the second author, but since this is 
not yet available the present paper has been made essentially self-contained. 
0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If X is a compact Riemann manifold with boundary, h is the metric 
tensor and p E Cm(X) is a defining function for the boundary then the 
metric in the interior of X, 
g=p-‘h (1.1) 
is complete. In particular, hyperbolic space is of this type. The sectional 
curvature of g approaches - l&l i at the boundary, so g has negative 
curvature outside a compact set. Let A, be the Laplacian of g acting on 
functions. The modified resolvent 
R(C) = Cldpl; A, + c(i - n)l -l> dimX=n+ 1, (1.2) 
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is well defined as a bounded operator on L;(X) provided %(c)>n. The 
main result of this paper is that, as an operator from C” function 
vanishing to all orders at the boundary to extendible distributions on X, 
R(C): P(X) -+ c-yx) (1.3) 
extends to be meoromorphic in the whole complex plane, with residues of 
finite rank. Such a result can be reinterpreted in terms of scattering theory 
(see [LPI) although this is not done here. One particular application is to 
demonstrate the meromorphy of the Eisenstein series for a discrete group, 
r, acting properly discontinuously as isometries on Hnfl with a 
geometrically finite, non-compact, fundamental domain having no cusps at 
infinity and only isolated elliptic fixed points. 
From the point of view of a general theory of degenerate lliptic boun- 
dary problems, towards which this paper is intended to be a step, the 
analysis of R(l) is simply a detailed treatment of the Dirichlet problem on 
X Consider the modified Laplacian on X, 
p~=Ia;:A+iti-4. (1.4) 
Any (extendible) distribution on X which is essentially annihilated by P,, 
say Pcu E Cm(X), meaning that the error is smooth and vanishes to all 
orders at the boundary of X, has an asymptotic expansion at the boundary 
x = 0, 
44 Y) N xwx, Y) + x”-igtx, Y) 
with distributional coefficients. That is f and g are well defined as Taylor 
series at x=0 with distributional values. Only the leading terms 
f(y) = f(0, y) and g(y) = g(0, y) can be formally prescribed in these expan- 
sions. Since, for %2(c) % 0, the first term xl is square integrable near x = 0 
whereas x” - 5 is not, one can think of f(y) as the “Neumann datum” of u 
and g(y) as the “Dirichlet datum” of U. In this sense the meromorphy of 
the map (1.2) is closely related to the solvability of the 
“Dirichlet problem”: P, u = f on X, g(y)=O. 
Of course when %([) 4 0 this might more accurately be thought of as the 
“Neumann problem!” It is the cross-over of the two indicial roots, [ and 
n - [ on the line g(c) = $n which corresponds to the continuous part of the 
L*-spectrum of the operator A,. 
Now the meromorphy of the map (1.3) is equivalent to the meromorphy 
of the Schwartz kernel of R(c) as an extendible distribution on Xx X. The 
method used here to prove this meromorphy is to construct a good 
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approximation to the kernel, i.e., a parametrix for the Dirichlet problem for 
P,, and then to use analytic Fredholm theory. This construction is 
microlocal in nature and was strongly motivated by joint work of the 
second author and G. Mendoza. In the present case the availability of 
explicit kernels for the model operators involved makes the construction 
relatively straightforward, but tends to obscure the generality of the 
method and even its microlocality. These points will be addressed 
elsewhere. Before outlining the actual method used, a (somewhat con- 
trived) construction of a parametrix for the Laplacian of a compact 
manifold without boundary will be given as orientation. 
Suppose then that X is compact, without boundary and of dimension at 
least three. Using the Riemannian density the construction of a parametrix 
for A, amounts to the choice of a function E(x, y) on Xx X such that 
A,E(x, Y) = W-Y) + 44 Y), FE C”(Xx X). (1.5) 
From experience with particular examples one can expect that, in terms of 
the distance d(x, y) of the point (x, y) from the diagonal in Xx X, 
E(x, y) 6 wx, Jv+*, dimX=n. 
In fact, much more is true. Namely E(x, y) is conormal with respect o the 
diagonal (see [Ho]). Thus, if V is the space of C” vector fields on Xx X 
tangent to the diagonal then 
-YkEc d”L”(Xx X), M= -n+2, Vk. (1.6) 
For such functions, with singularities only in directions normal to the 
diagonal, growth and regularity are essentially dual. In fact, if E’ satisfies 
the same estimates (1.6) then an overall bound implies Holder regularity 
IE’(x, Y)I d Cd% Y ), P>O, a E’ECP-E(XXX)) V&>O. (1.7) 
To solve (1.5) first set E(x, y) = K(x-y, y), with x=(x,, . . . . x,) and 
y= (Yl, . . . . y,) now regarded as the same local coordinate system in the 
two factors. Then in terms of z = x -y and y one can rewrite (1.5) as 
P(x, D,) Nz, y) = 4~) + F, P(x, D,) = A,. 
If P,(x, D,) justs consists of the terms of second order in P(x, D,), i.e., the 
Laplacian for the constant coefficient metric on T,X then this can be 
rewritten 
PAY, D,) KG, Y) = 6(z) + F+ [PAY, D,) - P(x, 021 K(z, ~1. (1.8) 
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Here y has become a pure parameter, and the first step in the inductive 
solution is to solve the family of constant coefficient problems 
Pz(Y, D,) &k Y) = Q)* (1.9) 
This can be done using the Fourier transform (the “symbolic method”) or 
else by using the explicit formula for Green’s function for the flat 
Laplacian, to which P,(y, D,) can be reduced by a linear coordinate 
change (in z) depending smoothly on y. Moreover E,(x, y) = K,,(x --y, y) 
constructed in this way, and transferred back to Xx X by cutting off 
smoothly away from the diagonal, satisfies the estimates (1.6). Because the 
leading coefficients of P,(y, D,) - P(x, D,) vanish at x = y, i.e., z = 0, the 
first error term, P,, in 
AXJW, Y) -W-Y) = F,(x, Y) (1.10) 
satisfies the same conormal estimates (1.6) with M increased to --IZ + 3. An 
obvious iteration scheme, based on the repeated solution of the model 
equation (1.9), allows (1.5) to be solved. 
The method above depends in larger measure for its success on detailed 
information about the structure of the kernel of the inverse of, i.e., of 
Green’s function for the standard flat Laplacian. Correspondingly, the 
construction below relies on detailed information about Green’s function 
for the hyperbolic Laplacian, the solution of 
This kernel can be written out quite explicitly (see Sect. 6) and its 
regularity, (an appropriate generalization of (1.6)), is of primary impor- 
tance. To express the regularity of G, it is very convenient o replace Xx X, 
here thought of as a compactification of its interior, by another such 
compactitication Xx,X This new manifold with corners is obtained by 
blowing up the diagonal in the corner of Xx X. Lifted to it, G, has only 
con&ma1 singularities. The construction can then proceed very much as 
above, except that three stages are needed before a compact error is 
reached. The first stage is the symbolic construction. The second is similar, 
except it occurs at the new boundary (the front face) of Xx, X and the role 
of the principal symbol P,(y, D,) is assumed by the hyperbolic Laplacian 
acting globally on H”+ ‘, once for each point in &Y. In the final stage only 
the indicial operator of this Laplacian is involved. These three stage corre- 
spond to three filtrations of the appropriate space of operators as discussed 
below. 
The arrangement of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the form of A,, 
coming from the metric (1.1 ), in local coordinates near the boundary is 
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given. This shows directly how the Laplacian on hyperbolic space appears 
as the “normal operator” of A, at each boundary point. The relevance of 
Y$, the space of C” vector fields vanishing at the boundary of X is also 
illustrated. In Section 3 the construction of Xx,X, the VO-stretched 
product of X with itself, is given. The underlying motivation is that this 
space is the “true carrier” of Green’s function for the problem. 
In the next two sections the classes of operators in which the parametrix 
is constructed are introduced. These operators are related to VO in the same 
way that the totally characteristic pseudodifferential operators of [Me] are 
related to the space ^ y^b of vector fields tangent to the boundary. The three 
order filtrations of these spaces are described in some detail. The first 
corresponds to singularities on the (new) diagonal, as in the standard 
pseudodifferential calculus. The second filtration corresponds to 
singularities at the diagonal in the corner of Xx X, more exactly to Taylor 
series at the front face of the stretched product Xx, X. This involves the 
boundary conditions for A, and it is at this point that the normal operator, 
the Laplacian on hyperbolic space, appears. The third filtration amounts to 
the removal of smooth errors in the boundary data, involves only the 
indicial operator of A,, and although quite simple is still necessary to get a 
compact remainder term. 
The required invertibility of the Laplacian on hyperbolic space is shown 
in Section 6 and applied in Section 7 to construct the parametrix and 
hence show the existence of a meromorphic extension of the family (1.2). 
Finally Section 8 is devoted to an application of these results to T\H”+ ’ 
for appropriate groups, f. It is hoped that the methods developed here can 
be extended to cover the case of a general geometrically finite discrete 
group acting properly discontinuously as isometries but for the moment 
attention is restricted to “small” groups in the sense that there can be no 
parabolic elements or elliptic singularities of positive dimension. 
The authors wouls like to thank Peter Perry, Ralph Phillips, and Peter 
Sarnak for helpful discussions. In [Pe] Peter Perry has also developed 
methods to analyse the Laplacian on r\H”+‘. 
2. LAPLACE'S OPERATOR 
In this section the class of Riemannian manifolds treated below is defined 
and the associated Laplace operators are analysed. In particular it is shown 
that this differential operator is generated by elements of the Lie algebra of 
vector fields vanishing at the boundary of the manifold. 
Let X be a C” manifold with boundary. A C” vector field on X is just a 
C” section of the tangent bundle, so that all derivatives of the coefficients, 
in any local coordinates near the boundary, are bounded up to the boun- 
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dary. Of particular importance in the discussion below is the space VO(X), 
or simply Y& of C” vector fields which vanish at the boundary. That is, an 
element of V0 is a C” vector field of the form pV, where p is a defining 
function for the boundary and V is some C” vector field. 
To understand the significance of V0 consider the basic manifold we 
always have in mind, (n + 1 )-dimensional hyperbolic space H” + I. The most 
convenient model for computation is usually the upper half-space 
with metric 
R”,+‘= {(x,y)~Rx+ xR;} 
ds2 = 
dx2 + dy2 
x2 . (2.1) 
As is well known this metric has constant negative curvature - 1. The 
Laplacian acting on functions is 
A= --x2 +(n-1) 
i= 1 
(2.2) 
Note that this is a polynomial in the operators x a/ax and x a/ay[ which 
span (as a C” module) the Lie algebra VO. In light of this observation, let 
us denote by DiffE(X) the space of differential operators of order k of this 
form. That is, if X is a C” manifold with boundary then P E Diff$(X) if near 
any point P can be written as a finite sum of at most k-fold products of 
vector fields in ^Y;& Clearly then d~DiffZo(H”+‘). 
A natural generalization of the space H”+ r is the class of manifolds with 
metrics having behaviour, at the boundary, similar to (2.1). Thus let X be a 
C” compact manifold with boundary and let h be a Riemann metric on X 
in the usual sense, that is C” and non-degenerate up to the boundary. Let 
p E P(X) be a positive defining function for the boundary 
p 20, p-l(o)=ax, dp#O at Al’. 
Consider on the interior of X the metric 
g=p-*h. (2.3) 
The conformal factor has the geometric effect of placing the boundary &I’ 
at infinity. Note that g determines p and h only up to a positive, C” factor 
g= (a~)-* (a2h). (2.4) 
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We shall record here only the main geometric properties of such 
manifolds. Full proof of the following statement can be found in [Ma]. 
(2.5) LEMMA. With the metric (2.3) the interior of X is a complete 
Riemannian manifold; moreover along any smooth curve in X\aX 
approaching a point p E 8X the sectional curvatures of g approach - ldpl i. 
An extra restriction which will be placed, later, on the metric g is 
IdpI, is constant on ax. (2.6) 
This condition arises because, as we shall show subsequently, the bottom of 
the continuous spectrum of the Laplacian is determined by the supremum 
of the curvature at infinity. Condition (2.6) is thus equivalent to requiring 
that the continuous spectrum be of uniform multiplicity. This is a necessary 
condition for the resolvent to have a meromorphic extension; it is closely 
related to scattering theory. 
Next we shall display the Laplacian in local coordinates near the boun- 
dary. Consider a point p E 8X. Choose coordinates x, y,, . . . . y, in X, all 
vanishing at p, such that x =p is the positive defining function in (2.3). 
These coordinates will also be denoted on occasion z”, z’, . . . . zn. Since we 
are expecting the appearance of the Lie algebra of vector fields ^ v;, it is 
rather natural to work directly with the dual, singular, forms. Thus we use 
as basis of l-forms the singular forms {dz’/x}~=,. 
Starting from the formula for the Laplacian on functions 
A, u = 6, du (2.7) 
we first note that 
duzx f &.dz’. 
i=. a21 x 
Next a short computation shows that the adjoint of d with respect to the 
metric g is just 
6, o =x6,0 + m.o, 
0 
v=v,x 
X 
(2.8) 
for any C” l-form o. Here V,, f is the gradient of f with respect to the 
metric h, i.e., the vector field dual to df using the metric identification of 
tangent and cotangent bundles and I, is the contraction with the vector 
field V. 
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Putting these two identities together gives: 
= xdh(x du) + m y(x du), v=v,x. 
Expanding the action of bh gives 
Au = x26, du + (n - 2) z ,,(x du) = x2A,u + (n - 1) x du(V,,x). (2.9) 
Now since A, is a differential operator on the manifold with boundary X, 
with coefficients C” up to the boundary, (2.9) displays A, as an element of 
Dig(X). In fact more is true, namely A, is as non-degenerate as an element 
of Diffg(X) can be. To formulate this as a notion of ellipticity observe that 
in any local coordinates x, y,, . . . . y, of the type used above, the Lie algebra 
Y0 consists just of those vector fields which are locally sums of C” mul- 
tiples of the vector fields x a/ax and x alay,. Since there are no relations 
between these vector fields it follows that Y0 is the set of C” sections of a 
certain natural vector bundle over X (cf. [Me]). This bundle will be 
denoted here ‘TX, 
xa,, xa .“I’ i = 1, . . . . n give a local basis of sections of ‘TX. 
The dual bundle will be denoted, naturally enough, ‘T*X. Clearly 
if 
X’ 
I=O, . . . . n give a “coordinate” basis of OT*X. 
Observe that if P E Diff5(X), the symbol of P is a well-defined polynomial 
on the fibres of ‘T*X (cf. Sect. 5), 
Q,(P) E C*)(OT*X). 
In the local coordinates used above this is obtained by dropping any terms 
of order lower than k and then replacing the vector fields x8, by the 
indeterminates 5, which are interpreted as the coordinates on OT*X given 
by the basis dz/x. It is easily shown to be coordinate-independent in the 
usual way. Then 
P E DifF$(X) is elliptic o “a(P) = 0 only on the O-section of ‘T*X. 
Thus, 
(2.10) PROPOSITION. If X is a manifold with boundary then the Laplacian 
with respect to any metric of the form (2.3) is an elliptic element of Diffi(X). 
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In general on a C” manifold, it makes no real, invariant, sense to freeze 
the coefficients of a differential operator at a point. If one writes Diffk(X) 
for the space of differential operators then the subspace C;(X) . Diff“(X) of 
operators which can be expressed as a sum of terms each with leading 
factor a function vanishing at p is well defined. Nevertheless these spaces do 
not have good composition properties, so the quotient space cannot be 
invariantly interpreted as consisting of differential operators. However in 
the case of Diff$(X) the freezing of coefficients does make good invariant 
sense at boundary points and this leads to a differential operator at each 
such point; it will be called the normal operator. 
The tangent space T,,X of a manifold at an interior point is a linear 
model for the manifold nearby, and in particular is a linear space. If p E LJX 
then T,X carries more structure, namely, 
T,(dX) c TpX 
is a natural hyperspace, dividing TpX into two pieces. We shall denote the 
inward pointing half by XP; it is a manifold with boundary 
a( X,,) = T,(dX). 
Of course XP still carries the radial R +-action, which will be denoted R,. 
One precise sense in which the tangent space to a manifold is a linear 
model for it is that there is always, for each PE X, a C” map which is a 
local diffeomorphism carrying a neighborhood, Q, of 0 in TpX to a 
neighbourhood, Sz’, of p E X, 
f: sz,++a’cx, f(O) =PY f, =Id at p, (2.11) 
where the last normalization condition asserts that the differential of f is 
the identity, using the obvious identification of T,( T, X) and TpX. When p 
is a boundary point more is true since the map in (2.11) can also be 
required to map XP locally onto X, 
f(ax,)cax. (2.12) 
The existence of such a map is easily established using geodesic flow for a 
metric with respect to which the boundary is totally geodesic. 
The normal operator can then be defined as a limit 
N,,(P) u = I~II~ R,* f *P( f -I)* (R,,,)* u. (2.13) 
It needs to be shown that this limit is independent of the choice off satisfy- 
ing (2.11) and (2.12). That the limit defining N,, exists, for a given choice of 
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f; is easily verified in any local coordinates of the type (x, v) described 
above. In terms of these coordinates 
(2.14) 
j+ (al =0 
where the coefficients are C” functions of x and y. A simple direct com- 
putation, using the fact that f(x, y)= (x,y) +e(x, y), where e(x, y) 
vanishes to second order at p = 0, shows that N, is indeed obtained by 
freezing the coefficients pi,, of P at p. Moreover the limit does not depend 
on e, hence not on f, so N, is invariantly defined as a differential operator 
on XP. 
Now X, carries additional structure related to N,, namely it has a trans- 
itive group action on it interior. Let G, be the subgroup of the group 
GL( T,X) of linear transformations of TpX consisting of those elements 
which not only preserve X, but also leave the boundary T,(aX) fixed 
pointwise. Such transformations model the subgroup of diffeomorphisms of 
X fixing 8X pointwise. It is easy to see that G, is the semi-direct product of 
T,(aX), acting as translations, and an R+-action. Indeed, in the coor- 
dinates (x, y) introduced above, or rather the linear coordinates they define 
on XP, we have 
G,rR; xR;, G,~Y=(~,u), ~~(x,~)=(sx,y+xu), (2.15) 
and then the group composition becomes 
y’ . y = (XT’, u + su’), if y’ = (s’, u’) and y = (s, 0). (2.16) 
Let 4 be the action of the Lie algebra of G, on X,. Clearly in the local 
coordinates above 
4 is spanned by x8,, Xayir i= 1, . . . . n. 
The limiting definition (2.13) of N,, using the formula (2.15) now shows 
directly that 
For P E Difft(X) N, is a polynomial on ‘SP of degree k. 
In the case of primary interest here we can easily describe the normal 
operator explicitly. 
(2.17) PROPOSITION. Zf X is a C” manifold with boundary the normal 
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operator at p E aX of the Laplacian for a metric (2.3) is the Laplacian on the 
hyperbolic space X, equipped with the metric 
g, = VP)-* h,, (2.18) 
where dp is considered as a linear function on X,. 
Proof This identification of the normal operator is easily carried out 
by direct computation. Thus, starting from formula (2.9), and the usual 
formula for the Laplacian, the limit definition (2.13) of NP gives 
N&J = Iddp)li -(zo)’ i h”$&+(n-l)r’&]. (2.19) 
i,j=O 
This is indeed the Laplacian on hyperbolic space, proving the proposition. 
These tangent hyperbolic spaces at infinity and the associated Laplace 
operators will be used extensively in the construction of the parametrix for 
the Laplacian A, on the manifold X. 
3. STRETCHED PRODUCT 
There are two rather different, although intimately related, ways to view 
a manifold with boundary, X. In one view the boundary is “at infinity” at 
least in the sense that it cannot be crossed. In this self-contained or intrin- 
sic approach the natural space of diffeomorphisms acting on the space 
preserves the boundary. The corresponding analytic objects are “supported 
on X.” On the other hand it is often the case that a manifold with boun- 
dary occurs more naturally as a submanifold of a larger manifold without 
boundary. The corresponding analytic objects are then epitomized by the 
extendible distributions. The interplay between these two approaches is 
quite important in the discussion below since some boundaries, the original 
or old ones, are properly regarded as inviolable whereas others, often 
introduced by general constructions, are new and not such substantial 
barriers. 
The doubling of a manifold with boundary provides a convenient link 
between these interpretations. The set 
A-* = (mxyax, (3.1) 
where the identification of the two boundary components is the obvious 
one, has a natural Co structure. It does not have a completely natural C” 
structure. Thus, it is straightforward to check that X2 has a C” structure 
such that the two embeddings of X are C” and so that the natural 
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involution exchanging the factors is also C”. Moreover any two such C” 
structures are equivalent, i.e., the two manifolds are globally diffeomorphic. 
However, it is not the case that any one of these structures is natural; there 
is no natural space CW(X2) of smooth functions on the set defined in (3.1). 
On any C” manifold with boundary, X, the tempered linear operators, 
i.e., the continuous linear maps taking C” functions vanishing at the boun- 
dary with all derivatives to extendible distributions 
C?(X) + c-yx) 
have Schwartz kernels in the space C”(Xx X, Z,), of distributional den- 
sities (with respect to the second factor), extendible across all boundaries. 
The kernels of the operators inverting Y$-elliptic differential operators have 
specific extension properties across the boundaries, especially across the 
corner 8Xx 8X. To make these properties precise it is convenient o replace 
the simple product Xx X by the V0 blown up product, Xx0 X, which we 
proceed to define and examine. As noted in the Introduction the passage 
from Xx X to Xx, X amounts to the introduction of singular coordinates 
near the corner in terms of which the structure of the kernel is particularly 
simple. These coordinates are discussed below. The natural submanifolds of 
Xx X are first considered. This leads directly to the definition of Xx, X 
through a process of (real) blowing up. The libration and other properties 
of the new face of Xx, X are then analysed. 
As an abstract manifold with boundary, X has only one natural 
submanifold, 8X. If X has dimension n + 1 then Xx X is a manifold with 
corner, of overall dimension 2n + 2. It has two disconnected boundary 
components of codimension one. If these are regarded as manifolds with 
boundary 
a:(xxx)=axxx, a;(xxx)=xxax, 
then they have common boundary, the corner, of codimension two 
a,(x x X) = ax x ax. (3.2) 
The product also has a natural involution, Z, exchanging the factors and 
two projections, rc, and rc,, onto X. The set of fixed points of Z is the 
diagonal AL This is of primary interest as the carrier of the support, hence 
singular support, of the kernels of differential operators. Now AZ is itself a 
manifold with boundary, the boundary being 
adz = iY,(X x X) n Al z 8X, (3.3) 
the diagonal of the corner, considered as a product (3.2) (see Fig. 1). The 
*tr,-stretched product, Xx0 X is obtained by blowing up Xx X along adz. 
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FIGURE 1 
In any C” manifold, Y, for the moment without boundary, let Mc Y be 
a closed embedded submanifold. Recall briefly the construction of Y,, the 
manifold obtained by blowing up Y along M (see [MR]). In this C” ver- 
sion of the usually algebraic process, Y, is a manifold with boundary 
corresponding to the introduction of polar coordinates around M. Let NM 
be the normal bundle to M in Y, 
N,M= T,,, YjT,,,M, VmeM. 
The spherical normal bundle SNM, with fibre 
SN,,,M= (N,,,M\O)/R+, 
is the boundary of Y,, 
Y,=SNMu(Y\M). (3.4) 
Now YM has a unique C” structure such that the blow down map 
6: Y,,,+ Y, 
given by the identification (3.4) away from SNM together with the bundle 
projection of SNM, is C”, a diffeomorphism away from the boundary and 
has differential of rank one greater than the dimension of M over the 
boundary (see [MR]). 
Consider in particular the manifold obtained by blowing up the product 
Xx X along adr, 
xx, x= (Xx mah b: Xx,X-+XxX. (3.5) 
Of course the presence of boundaries and corners near AZ requires a slight 
modification of the discussion above. Thus, as a set 
xx,x=s++ N(dAz)u [(Xx X)\dAz] (3.6) 
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FIGURE 2 
with S + + N(8dl) the (closed) doubly inward-pointing part of the normal 
bundle of adz. Apart from this trivial modification the discussion in [MR] 
carries through directly to give a unique C” structure on Xx, X as a 
manifold with corners up to codimension three. In particular the additional 
boundary component of Xx, X is a quarter sphere bundle over dAt (see 
Fig. 2). 
The double of Xx, X across this new boundary component, (Xx0 X)‘, 
can be given a C” structure as a manifold with corners only up to 
codimension two, i.e., so that the corner in Xx, X of codimension three is 
just produced by the local product structure Q x adl x [0, l), where Q is a 
quarter sphere. Let 
M=a,[(xxo~)*~Cj(x~g~)2 (3.7) 
be the corner of this double of Xx, X. With this C” structure the corner of 
(Xx, X)* just extends, across the new boundary, the lift to Xx, X under b 
of the “old corner” of Xx X. 
(3.8) DEFINITION. For any C” manifold with boundary, X, the 
9$stretched product, Xx, X, of X with itself is defined by (3.5), with its 
natural blow-down map b. 
Consider the various boundary components of Xx, X. The codimension 
one boundary consists of three (local) components, provided n 2 1, which 
we shall call the front face, F, the top T and the bottom B (see Fig. 3). The 
top and bottom faces of Xx, X are simply the old boundaries of the 
product lifted to the stretched product 
T= b-‘(8Xx int(X)), B = b-‘(int(X) x 8X). (3.9) 
The front face is the new boundary produced by the blow up; we now 
consider it in detail. 
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FIGURE 3 
The interior of the front face is simply the interior of the quarter-sphere 
bundle over I?&, as in (3.6). By projection F is thus a bundle over the 
boundary of the original manifold, see (3.3), where either n, or n, can be 
used to identify dr(&Xx 8X) with 8-X. First note that each fibre of F has a 
natural origin. Indeed if u E TpX is an inward-pointing vector then the 
image 
0, = C(u, o)l E SN,(dl) (3.10) 
of the sum of the copies of u in the two factor of TJ is independent of the 
choice of u. Multiplying u by a positive constant does not change the 
projective image in (3.10), so it sutlices to consider the addition to u of an 
element of T&8X); since this changes (u, u) by a vector in T,(ddz), 0, is 
well defined. 
The stability subgroup of T,( 8d1) in GL( T,(X x X)) certainly acts projec- 
tively on the tibre F, of F. We are actually more interested in transitive 
subgroups of this action. Thus, consider the subgroup GL c GL( T,(Xx X)) 
defined by letting G, (see (2.15)) act on the left factor (and trivially on the 
right factor) in 
T,(Xx X) = T,Xx TpX. 
Certainly this fixes the tangent to the diagonal in the boundary (since it 
fixes the boundary). Thus GL., and similarly G;, acts on Fp. Since Fp has a 
natural origin this gives the interior of each libre of F two induced group 
structures. Moreover the involution I lifts to F and intertwines these two 
group structures. As can be seen immediately from the computation of 
these actions in local coordinates below, the action on F, of G; is 
equivalent to the right action of GL on itself. 
Thus the map 
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provides a diffeomorphic identification of the projectivization of 
N + + aAl = Fp with G, and GL induces the action 
(ST U).(bl,Ylh (X2YY2)) 
--* 
( 
sx’ Yl--Yz 
-+; +(s,u,.(~,yq, 
x2’ x2 
whereas for G; 
so that Gb and G; indeed correspond to the left and right actions of G, on 
itself. 
Consider local coordinates (x, y) near a boundary point p E X, with x as 
usual a defining function for the boundary. If these are interpreted as 
coordinates in the first factor of X in the product and the corresponding 
coordinates in the second factor are written (x’, y’) then certainly 
(x, y, x’, Y = y - y’) give coordinates near (p, p), which we again denote as 
p in Xx X, with the diagonal in the corner defined by 
adz={x=x'=~=oj. (3.11) 
Since the blow up of this submanifold, in the definition of Xx,, X, amounts 
to the introduction of polar coordinates around it, the functions 
R= [(x’)~+x~+ Iy-y’12]1’2, s=x 
Y 
X” 
z=-y, ,,lrI,’ 
X x s’ 
Y z’= -- 
y (3.12) 
X’ 
f-= 1% 
w=l 
all lift to be C” on the interior of the front face F. In fact the coordinate 
patches of the three systems (s, z, x’, y’), (t, z’, x, y), and (p, p’, r, w, y) 
together cover a neighbourhood of the libre Fp in Xx, X. The first two are 
obviously admissible throughout the whole interior of F,. The first system 
is in addition admissible in a neighbourhood of the intersection of the top 
and front faces, away from the corner T n B whilst the second coordinate 
patch covers the intersection of the front and bottom faces. The third 
system is valid in a neighbourhood of T n B n F. Of course it is generally 
more convenient to work with the two projective systems (x’, y, s, z) and 
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(x, y’, t, z’) which together cover the front face except that the corner is at 
z=oo and z’=cx). 
From the discussion above of the group structure of Fp it is clear that the 
Lie algebra of CL is just the span of the n + 1 vector fields 
Lps-& L,=s g., j= I, . . . . n, 
.I 
(3.13) 
in the lirst coordinate system (x, y, s, z) covering the interior of the front 
face, whilst the right action is generated by the vector fields 
R,=s;+z.;, Rj=--$ j= 1, . . . . n. 
J I 
(3.14) 
4. PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
In this section we introduce the ring of V0 pseudodifferential operators 
on any manifold with boundary. In the next section another associated 
space of operators is described. This larger space contains, as will be shown 
in Section 6, the inverses of the V0 elliptic problems of interest here. 
On a compact manifold with boundary the Schwartz kernel theorem 
shows that if A is a continuous linear operator 
A: Cyf) -+ c--v3(x), (4.1) 
from the space of C” functions vanishing with all derivatives at the boun- 
dary to the space of extendible distributions, then A can be represented by 
an “integral operator” 
Af=(n,)z+ [d-l> L7 Ec-“(Xx x; r,). (4.2) 
Here, a is a distributional section, extendible across all boundaries of the 
product, of the bundle of right densities, i.e., the lift to the product of the 
density bundle on the second factor. For reasons, believe it or not, of sim- 
plicity it is convenient to work with half-densities, since these bring out 
invariance and self-adjointness properties well. Of course a Riemann 
manifold has a natural density of any order, so that all such density bun- 
dles can be removed if and when desired. For the Riemannian structures 
discussed in Section 2 the resulting densities are singular at the boundary. 
Indeed, if (x, y) are the usual type of coordinates with x a defining function 
for the boundary, then the Riemannian density is of the form 
h=h(x,y)$$, hEP(X), h#O. 
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The C” multiples of such a density are the smooth sections of a vector 
bundle, T,,(X), C” (up to the boundary) over X. We shall denote the 
analogous bundle of singular half-densities by f,!,‘* = r;‘*(X). Thus the 
canonical Riemannian section of rh” is of the form 
(4.3) 
and any other C” section of r,!jl’ is a smooth multiple of this one. Thus in 
place of (4.1) we shall consider continuous linear maps 
B: Cyx; zj”) + c-yx; l-y,. (4.4) 
Now f:” has the same useful functoriality enjoyed by the usual half-density 
bundle; the maps (4.4) correspond precisely to the extendible distributional 
sections, over the product of the product bundle 
B in(4.4)0/?EC-“(XxX;rA’*), l-g* = (XI)* (ry)@ (7tr)* (z-y’). 
(4.5) 
Note that the bundle introduced above can be written in terms of the 
ordinary half-density bundle, and any boundary defining function p, as 
T,(X)= (p)-“-1 f. 
Moreover, the product bundle in (4.5) can be written in precisely the same 
way in terms of a function f= p . p’ which is the product of the defining 
functions for the two boundary components. Since this makes invariant 
local sense on any manifold with corner of any codimension (the bundle 
depends on n where this integer is no longer necessarily defined in terms of 
the dimension) the bundle TA/*(Xx, X) is well defined. 
(4.6) LEMMA. Under the canonical projection 
b:Xx,X+XxX, 
I-;“( x x X) lifts to I-;qx x0 X). 
Proof: Since the two bundles are canonically isomorphic over the 
interiors it suffices to work near the various faces. The identification over 
the interior also implies that it is sufficient to prove the lifting property for 
the squares of the bundles, i.e., for the full (singular) density bundles. Thus 
consider the lift to Xx, X of the form 
dx dy dx’ dy’ --- 
x x” x’ @p (4.7) 
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which spans the bundle over Xx A’. This certainly lifts under b to span the 
corresponding bundle near the top and bottom faces of Xx, X, where b is 
still a diffeomorphism, so consider the coordinates (x’, y’, S, z) valid near 
the interior of the front face and the intersection with the top. Using the 
definitions (3.12) the form (4.7) lifts to 
ds dz dx’ dy’ ---- 
s sn x’ (x’y (4.8) 
which spans the appropriate bundle in the coordinate patch. Near the 
intersection of the corner and the front face the coordinates (p, p’, r, o, y) 
from (3.12) are available. In terms of these, (4.8) reduces to 
dp dp’ dr dody --- 
p P’ r @WY rn 
which again spans the appropriate bundle, now corresponding to a corner 
of codimension three. The same type of computation applies by symmetry 
near the bottom face. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
This preliminary discussion of densities leads directly to a convenient 
representation of the operators of the form (4.4). Thus let JC(B) be the lift to 
Xx,X of the kernel fi of the map B defined by (4.5), with the inter- 
pretation of Lemma 4.6, 
K(B) E c-“(Xx, x; ry,. 
Then, with respect to local coordinates (x, y) in X, 
K(B) = w, Y’, s, 2) Y, 
and 
In particular the identity operator (on singular +forms) has kernel in this 
sense 
rc(Id) = 6(s - 1) 6(z) y 
as can be seen directly from the formula (4.10). 
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Note that the support of the kernel, /.?(Id) of the identity operator is the 
closure of the lift to Xx, X of the interior of the diagonal in Xx X, 
Alo= {s= 1, z=O}, (4.11) 
in these local coordinates. This submanifold, with boundary, of Xx0X 
meets the boundary only in the front face and does so transversally. 
Indeed, 
a(Al,) = Fn (AZ,) 
is just the bundle of origins of the various leaves Fp, (p, p) E c!JAL In any 
case the transversality means that there is no difficulty in defining and 
using the conormal distributions on Xx,X associated to dr,, of which 
/?(Id) is a prime example. 
More specifically let 
K;;(X) c c-“(Xx, x, l-y*, 
be the space of conormal sections (see [Ho]) of the bundle rA/* associated 
to dr, and vanishing to all orders at boundary components other than 
front face. This means that k in (4.9) has a conormal singularity at the 
manifold (4.11), and extends into x’ < 0 conormal to the double of AZ such 
that all derivatives of k decrease rapidly as s approaches 0, co and as z 
approaches 00. We shall denote the corresponding class of V0 pseudodif- 
ferential operators as 
BE !q(X, r(y) 0 K(B) E K;;(X). 
This first class of “y;, pseudodifferential operators is the “investigative” 
space of operators. The inverses of V0 elliptic operators do not actually 
belong to this space because of the appearance of boundary terms, but 
elements of !Pr can be used to investigate regularity, define a V0 version of 
wavefront set, etc. Since we shall not use them extensively below we shall 
only demonstrate the properties of which we have direct need. First, we 
define the normal operator. 
Recall from Section 2 that X,, the inward half of the tangent space of X 
at a point p E &Y is a good model for the manifold with boundary X near p. 
Also it was noted above that the tibre F, of the front face lying over the 
point (p, p) E dAl can be naturally identified (in two ways) with the group 
G, acting on XP. Since the kernel K(B) of an element BE Y;(X) is 
conormal with respect o the lifted diagonal Al, it can be restricted to such 
a fibre, and so yield the normal operator 
N,(B) = K(B) I F,,. 
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Moreover the bundle rA12 restricts to a canonically trivial bundle over F,, 
with libre (rh’“),,. This means that the distribution N,(B) can be inter- 
preted as a (left) convolution operator on X, acting on sections of rA”(X,,). 
This is the interpretation we place on the normal operator of B. By apply- 
ing a VO-differential operator to the identity represented in the form (4.10) 
it is easily seen that this is consistent with (2.13). If the coordinates (x, y) 
are used to define the corresponding linear coordinates, also denoted (x, y) 
on X,, p= (0, y) then the formula for the normal operator follows 
immediately from (4.10): 
We also need to consider the symbol of an operator BE Y:(X), 
extending the usual notion of the symbol of a pseudodifferential operator. 
Thus the symbol of the kernel K(B) is a symbolic density on the libres of 
the conormal bundle of the lifted diagonal (see [Ho]), 
~,(K(B)) E Sm(N*(dlo); r,(X)@ f(fibre)) mod S”-‘. (4.13) 
Here the two factors of r;/*(X) in rh/2(Xx,, X), using Lemma 4.6, combine 
to give the full (singular) density bundle over X; the libre density arises 
from the definition of the symbol, i.e., the invariant Fourier transform on 
this bundle. Now, just as in the definition of the symbol in the interior, 
there is a natural isomorphism 
6: N*(h,) c-) OT*X (4.14) 
of this conormal bundle with the bundle, ‘T*X, dual to the bundle ‘7X’ of 
which the sections are the elements of VO. In fact the isomorphism (4.14) is 
the dual of the isomorphism 
N(dl,) - OTX (4.15) 
from the normal bundle to the lifted diagonal. In the local coordinates used 
above the normal bundle (see (4.11)) is spanned by ~a,, ~8,. Since these are 
the lifts of the elements of Vo, x8,, x8, this gives (4.15). Moreover the two 
density factors in (4.13) combine to give the singular density bundle over 
N*(dz,). From the naturality of this bundle, it pulls back to the 
corresponding singular density bundle r,(‘T*X). It is easily seen that the 
symplectic density form on TV lifts to ‘T*X to a non-vanishing section, 
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o,,, of this bundle, so the density factor can be divided away. This gives the 
final definition of the symbol map 
oa,(B)=6*[a,(lc(B))]/oo~Sm(oT*X) mod S”-i. 
These V. pseudodifferential operators have properties reminiscent of the 
usual space of pseudodifferential operators. Some of these properties will be 
described here, mainly for the orientation of the reader, but only those 
properties actually used later will be proved. 
(4.16) THEOREM. For any compact manifold with boundary, the spaces of 
V. pseudodifferential operators form a symbol-filtered ring of operators 
B: C=‘(X) -+ C=(X), VBE Y;(X); 
and for any m E R the symbol map gives a short exact sequence 
o-+ Y:-‘(x)+ Y~(x)+Sm(oT*X)/Sm-‘(oT*X)+O (4.17) 
such that 
Or3 ,+,.(B. B’)=‘o,(B) .‘o,,,.(B’) mod S”fm’P’(oT*X). 
Moreover the map Nr gives a homomorphism, C” in the base, into the bundle 
of G,-convolution algebras on the fibres of A’,?,, consisting of the inward- 
pointing halves of T,, X, over 8X and has null space p Yy( X, r:f’), where p is 
a defining function for 8X. 
The symbol map ‘cr can be used in essentially the same way as the usual 
symbol map in the interior, of which it is an extension by continuity, to 
make constructions modulo errors in the residual space Yc~. It is impor- 
tant to note that whilst this space consists of smoothing operators in the 
interior of the manifold the elements are not in general compact on L2(X). 
The normal operator can be used similarly to remove the power series at 
the boundary; the analogous residual space for iterative constructions using 
the normal operator is 
p”Yt(X, l-A”) = fi p”Y;;(X, r;“). 
k=O 
Combining the two iterative schemes, i.e., employing both symbol map and 
normal operator, allows one to reduce errors to the space p” Y; “(X, r;“). 
This is precisely the space of those continuous linear operators (4.4) which, 
together with their adjoints, extend by continuity to fully smoothing 
operators: 
BE~=‘Y;=“(X, I-;“) o B, B*: C-=(X, r;“)-+ C”(X, r;l”). 
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Thus the method used to construct the parametrix for the Laplace operator 
is to replace the equation A . G = Id by the corresponding equations for the 
normal operator and symbol of G. In particular the equation for the nor- 
mal operator is a convolution equation on G,, solving which is completely 
equivalent to inverting the Laplacian on H”+ I. The only difficulty is that 
the solution to this problem, i.e., the fundamental solution on hyperbolic 
space, is not the normal operator of an element of Y; *(X, rA’*) as might be 
hoped. It is therefore necessary to enlarge the class of operators to capture 
the inverses of the elliptic elements. 
5. BOUNDARY TERMS 
As noted above the inverse of an elliptic element of the space Y;(X) will 
not in general be an element of !Prm(X). Indeed, since the inversion of such 
an operator involves the imposition of boundary conditions, some terms in 
the kernel of the inverse limiting its domain must be expected. In this 
section the spaces of operators in which the parametrix is constructed, 
below, are investigated. 
The extra terms added to the Schwartz kernel are conormal at the 
various boundaries, so first these spaces of conormal functions will be 
briefly reviewed. Let Z be a C” compact manifold with corners. Let aZj, 
i = 1, . . . . N, be a labelling of the (codimension one) boundary components 
and let pi be corresponding defining functions for each of these com- 
ponents. Let Vb denote the space of C” vector fields on X which are 
tangent to each of the boundary components. Then set 
dJ(X)= (UE c-yf); @4EpJLm(X)vJk}; p”=p+...p+, jiER. 
This definition applies to the manifold with corners Xx0 X. However, the 
kernels of the operators constructed below have more refined regularity 
than this, in particular they are smooth up to the front face. Thus, the 
definition is most easily given in terms of the double [Xx0 Xl* of Xx, X 
across this boundary component. Set 
~~m~~‘b(X)=(~~~b[XXgX]*)IXxoXOC~(XXgX;r~’*). (5.1) 
Here the boundary components of [Xx, X]’ are labelled so that the top 
face of Xx, X comes first. The tensor product in (5.1) is to be taken with 
respect to C”(Xx,X), so that XP o”+,b is just the appropriate space of 
conormal sections of the bundle rA’2. For any C” vector bundle, L, over a 
manifold with corners, X, the corresponding space of conormal sections 
will be denote &‘(X, L). 
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The definition of the V0 pseudodifferential operators in the previous sec- 
tion is then extended by setting 
qqX) = x, c-b(X) + X;r( X); 
B E Ypqx, rp, 0 K(B) E x;;l,“,b(X). (5.2) 
Since all the kernels, K(B) of these operators are smooth up to the front 
face, it makes sense to consider their Taylor series there. In particular there 
is another “order parameter” which needs to be noted. If R is a defining 
function, on Xx, X for the front face then we shall use the notation 
BE Rk!P;,U,b(X; r;“) o K(B) E Rksf;;,U,b(X). (5.3) 
Before proceeding to analyse some of the properties of these spaces of 
operators consider the residual space. From the remarks in Section 4 the 
space of fully smoothing operators is just 
B: C-“(X; r;“) --f c”(X; r;“) o BER”!P; --(X). (5.4) 
It is difficult to construct a parametrix directly so that the remainder lies in 
this space. However the crucial requirement is just for the remainder to be 
compact on some reasonable space. An obvious candidate is some Hilbert 
space of weighted L*-functions, x”L*(X; rhl’), the elements of which, for p 
large, vanish to high order at the boundary. More generally one can use 
some “&,-based Sobolev space (see [Me], but here defined using the 
singular measure corresponding to r,), xPH;(X; rA’*), which reduces to the 
L2 space when m =O. The following result shows that a construction 
yielding a weaker error than in (5.4) actually suffices to give a compact 
remainder on such spaces. 
(5.5) LEMMA. Any BE Y;m.m,b(X) defines a map 
B: xpHh”(X; l-A’*) + P(X, r;“) ifp>n-b, (5.6) 
so in particular is compact on any such space xpHT(X, rh/‘). 
Proof: From the definition an operator BE R” !P; m,ao,b( X) corresponds 
to a kernel K(B) on Xx,, X which is in the space &m*“7b(X x0 X) @ 
P(X, rh’“) where the ordering of the boundary components of Xx0 X is 
front face, top face, bottom face. Now, it is straightforward to verify that 
this space is just the lift to Xx,, X of the corresponding space on Xx X by 
the blow down map 
b*: d”~‘(Xx X; r;“) ++ sP”~~~‘(XX~ X, I’;“). 
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With these bounds on the Schwartz kernel, in the ordinary sense, the 
continuity (5.6) is easy to verify. The crucial property is just seen to be that 
xY?(X; #‘) be contained in the dual of YH,“(X, #2). 
Returning to the properties of the operators defined by (5.3) it is 
relatively straightforward to show boundedness 
B E Y’;@,h( X; I-;“) * B: XrHf(X; l-h’“) + xWf’(X; l-p, (5.7) 
for some r, r’, M, and M’ depending only on the parameters m, a, b. This 
follows from the fact that the regularity, and growth, of the Schwartz 
kernel is controlled by these numbers. A crude continuity statement of this 
type suffices for present purposes. In particular such continuity allows these 
operators to be composed with differential operators. 
(5.8) PROPOSITION. Each space ylgoa,a,b(X, Z-Al’) is a (two-sided) 
Diff,*(X, rA12)-module; more precisely, 
Diffi(X; fh”) . ‘Y;;J’~~(X; r;l’) c !P; + “+J’(X; rAl*). (5.9) 
In view of the definition of the ring of V0 differential operators the main 
step involved in the proof of this result is the case k = 1, i.e., composition 
with an element of VO. This reduces to a lifting problem. 
(5.10) LEMMA. The space “& of vector fields on X acting on the left 
factor of Xx X lifts under b into the Lie algebra, ^y;, of those C” vector 
fields on Xx0 X tangent to the front and bottom faces and vanishing at the 
top face. 
Proof: Clearly there is nothing to prove away from the various boun- 
daries. Consider local coordinates on X, of the usual type (x, y) near the 
boundary. It is enough to examine the lifts of the vector fields ~8, and x8,. 
Away from the front face of Xx0 X product coordinates (possibly different 
in the two factors) (x, y, x’, y’) are admissible and the result is trivial, that 
is the lift is certainly tangent to the bottom face and vanishes at the top. In 
terms of the local coordinates (s = x/x’, z = (y - y’)/x’, x’, y’) valid in the 
interior of the front face and near the top face a computation yields 
b&a,) = xc?,, b&a,) = xdy, (5.11) 
so sa,, sa, are lifts of xaZ, x8,, and are tangent to the front face. It only 
remains to show that the lifts are actually C” on Xx0 X. In the local 
coordinates (t = xl/x, z’ = (y’ - y)/x, x, y) valid on the front face and near 
its intersection with the bottom face the coordinate vector fields on the left 
factor satisfy 
b,( - ta, - z’d,, + xa,) = .x8,, b,( - 8,. + xd,) = ~8,. (5.12) 
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This shows the lifts to be C” near the bottom face. Finally a similar com- 
putation in terms of the coordinates (p, p’, r, w, y) of (3.12) gives 
b*W,) =xa,, b*(PW, + p’d,,) +pwa, - da, - o(w .a,)]) = xa, 
(5.13) 
showing the lifts to be C” near the corner. 
Proof of Proposition 5.8. This is essentially immediate from Lemma 
5.10. Indeed it is enough to consider the case k = 1 and then iterate. The 
composition of an element P E Diffh(X; fh”) and BE Y’;;(X; r;“) gives a 
new operator with kernel obtained by the action of P on the kernel of B in 
the variables of the left factor of X. Except for the density factor this is just 
the action of a vector field on the kernel. From Lemma 5.10 the vector 
fields in “y;, lift to Xx, X into the space K. Since, directly from the 
definition of the kernels, 
to prove the result it is only necessary to note that the singular density 
factors can only contribute terms arising from the “divergence” of the 
vector field. However, if v is a singular volume form on X so that Iv/ spans 
f, then clearly 
VE Vo(X) =xd(i,v) =fv, fE Crnu-), 
so the density terms do not affect this argument. 
Now consider the three filtrations of the spaces Rk!P;;,U,6(X, r;“) 
associated with the singularities on the diagonal, the degree of vanishing at 
the front face and the order of singularity on the top face (i.e., with b fixed 
throughout). Although these can all be defined on the whole space of 
operators it is convenient to order them, so that the successive filtrations 
need only be defined on the residual space of the preceding one. This of 
course corresponds to the inductive nature of the construction in Section 7. 
First comes the symbol filtration. Note that in the definition of the 
kernels (5.2) the intersection of the two summands is just 
X-m*o-b(X) n X;;(X) = 37; “(X), 0 (5.14) 
the residual space of the symbol filtration on Y$(X, r:“). Thus there is no 
ambiguity in setting 
‘o,,,(B) = ‘o,( B’) if B = B’ + B”, B’ E Yg’, B” E !P; ca-u-b. (5.15) 
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The exact sequence (4.16) extends to an exact sequence 
0 + y;- Ld(X; r;“) w.., yy.b(X; q’) 
-+ S”(“T*X)/S”- ‘(OT*X) + 0. (5.16) 
By continuity it also follows immediately that the natural product formula 
is valid 
OcJ m + ,.(P . B) = “a,(P) . oa,s(B), P E DiQ(X; rhl’), BE !P;‘J*~(X; r:l’). 
(5.17) 
The residual space of this first, symbol, filtration is clearly 
YI-m@,b(X; rh”). On it the next filtration is given by the normal operator. 
T;is is defined by restriction of the kernel of the operator, on Xx, X, to 
the front face. Set 
A$( B) = K(B) 1 Fn E sPb( F/J 0 qy’( x;, @ I-(!)“( x;,. (5.18) 
This is well defined, since the definition of the kernels in (5.1) includes 
regularity up to the front face; indeed N,(B) is C” in p E 8X. Thus for each 
point p E LJ.Y the normal operator N,(B) of BE Y- co@,b(X; rh”) can be 
interpreted as an operator on the model space X,,. 
(5.19) PROPOSITION. The normal operator (5.18) defines an exact 
sequence (5.20) 
-5 sPb(F; f;‘2(x:,)@rp(x;,)) 40, 
such that for any differential operator P E Diffr( X; r;l’) 
(5.20) 
A$( P . B) = N,(P) . A$( B). (5.21) 
Proof: The only point in (5.20) requiring any attention is the surjec- 
tivity of the normal operator. However this is easily seen by use of Taylor 
series in local coordinates on X,. To prove the important product formula 
(5.21) it is only necessary to select a suitable representation of the 
operators. In fact (4.10) continues to give a sufficiently good representation 
for these purposes. Indeed, if p in (4.10) is used to trivialize the singular 
density bundles locally then the differential operator becomes a 
polynomial, with C” coefficients in the vector fields xaxr x8, 
p’g= (PI-’ PkP), p’ = C P,j,a(xT .Y)(&~ WJ. (5.22) 
j+lal<k 
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The density y in (4.9) gives a section of the bundle involved in N,(B) so in 
terms of (4.9), 
$m = 40, Y’, 4 z) Y, P = (0, Y’), 
N,(P. B) = 
[ _ ,+zck Pj,ci(O, Y’)tsas)’ tsa;ja k(09 Y’, s9 z, 1 Y. 
Clearly this is the composition formula (5.21). 
The residual space of this second filtration is R” YJ;m@,h(X; fA’*) 
consisting of those operators with kernel vanishing to all orders at the front 
face. Denote by 
dp(~ x X) = n zpduq~ x x), 22 = Iy -y/l2 +x2 + (x1)*, (5.23) 
the space of conormal functions with respect to the boundaries of Xx X 
vanishing to all orders at the diagonal in the corner. By the usual tensorial 
operations the corresponding sections of any vector bundle are also well 
defined. 
(5.24) LEMMA. The space R” ul,- m,“.b(X, fh”) consists precisely of those 
operators with Schwartz’ kernels in JzI~‘(X x X; r:/*(X) Q r:‘*(X)). 
Proof. It is straightforward to check that b gives an isomorphism 
b*: R”%---“,“,b(X)+d~b(X~ X; Q’). 
From this the lemma is immediate. 
Now the final tibration is relatively simple, and is given by the sequence: 
0 - ,~$U;m.u+ ‘3(X; f;/“) --, RWJI;W&~(X; l-7’) 
F, a;qxx x)/d;+ 1qxx X) 4 0. (5.25) 
We call Z(B) the indicial family of BE R” !P& ao-a,b(X; f;“). Thus, Z(B) just 
picks out the leading singularity, of order a, of the kernel on the left face of 
XxX or equivalently on the top face of Xx0 X. 
The product formula for the indicial family is easily obtained. First 
observe that Diff,*(X; Zh”) is a subring of the ring of totally characteristic 
operators Diff,*(X; f&l’). Thus (see [Me]) the indical operator of any 
P E Diff;;(X; Zh’“) is well defined as a differential operator on the tibres of 
the normal bundle of 3X. Moreover if P, P’ are of the form (5.22) and 
Bf(x, y)=l zqx, y, X’,Y’)f(X’,Y’) 5 g+ for f=f(x, Y) CL, (5.26) 
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with p given by (4.10) then P. B is of the same form (5.26) with kernel 
w, Y, x’, Y’) = P’k YT x8,, X3.“) w, Y, x’, Y’). (5.27) 
Since the vector fields aY are already tangent to the left boundary of Xx X 
the terms involving even one factor of xi3, or of x in (5.27) are of order at 
least a + 1. For the differential operator P in (5.22) the indicial operator is 
Itp) = 1 Pj,Cl(OT Y)(xax)j> 
j < k 
(5.28) 
Thus, directly from (5.24), and the formula (5.27) for the product 
Z(P.B)=Z(P).Z(B), BE R”Y&“@~b(X; Zj”), PE Diff$(X; r,!j*). 
This simple formula is not valid for general composition of elements of 
qyb( x; z-(y). 
6. NORMAL OPERATOR 
As noted in Section 2 the normal operator of the Laplacian, on the 
manifolds considered there, is the Laplacian on hyperbolic space. This 
reduces the construction of a parametrix for the resolvent family to the 
proof of suitable mapping properties for the resolvent family of the hyper- 
bolic Laplacian. The resolvent kernel on hyperbolic space can be written 
down reasonably explicitly and the desired mapping properties are then 
relatively easy to deduce. 
Consider the behaviour of the Laplacian on either the half-space 
H n+‘=R: xR; 
or the ball. 
B n+‘= {xR”+‘; Jz( <l} 
as models for hyperbolic space. The Laplace-Beltrami operator on H”+’ is 
As noted in the Introduction, the behaviour of eigenfunctions of A near the 
boundary x=0 is governed by the solutions of the associated indicial 
equation 
Z(A-1)= -x’$+(n-1)x&I, 
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Namely, 
I(d-a)(xq=o G a= -[(i-n), [EC. 
For this reason it is natural, and usual, to consider in place of the standard 
resolvent family the family of operators 
R(C) = (‘4 + i(i - n))r ‘. (6.1) 
From the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators, R(c) is well defined, 
as a bounded operator on Li(H”+ ’ ), provided ‘3(c) >n, since this 
corresponds to a region in which J(A) # 0 or I E R, A < 0. Using the natural 
density on H” + ’ Green’s function, G,, is the Schwartz kernel of R(c). The 
basic analytic continuation property is 
(6.2) PROPOSITION. For n even and all i G C the resolvent 
R(c) E Y;*+~“(B”+ ‘), a = Vi). (6.3) 
forms an entire function of 5 in the following strong sense. There is a decom- 
position as in (5.2): 
R(i) = R’(i) + R”(i)? R’(()E Y;‘(B”+‘), R”(i) E !P; W~,u(Jjn+ ‘) 
(6.4) 
with the boundary term, R”(c), having kernel of the special form 
~“(0 E (P)’ WC F(i), F(c) E C”(Xx, X; I;“), (6.5) 
with F entire in [; here p and p’ are defining functions for the top and bottom 
faces of Xx0 X. For n odd the same is true except that R(i) has poles, of 
finite rank, at each uf the non-positive integers in -No, N, = { 0, 1, 2, . ..}. 
Proof: These statements all concern Green’s function, G,. This is a two- 
point invariant on hyperbolic space, so is a function of the distance, with 
respect to the hyperbolic metric between the two points. In terms of the 
natural coordinates w = (x, y) on H”+ ’ the distance, 6( W, w’) satisfies 
cash(b) = 1 + ‘w2;;‘2. (6.6) 
Now, Gr(w, w’) = g,(6) satisfies the ordinary differential equation (see [LP, 
Eq. (7.14)l) 
& cash 6 d -jg,+n-- dS sinh 6 & g, - c(i - n, gc = ’ on R+. (6.7) 
580/75/2-6 
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For ‘S(c) sufficiently large positive g, must be bounded and the 
appropriate solution of (6.7) is seen to be 
n even (6.8) 
or 
gi = const. 
s 
O” e-(i-n’2)o(cosh w -cash 6) inI dw, n odd, 6 > 0. (6.9) 
0 
Consider first the case of n even. From (6.8) it is clear that gi is entire in 
i. In fact 
g&S) = e-csyc(eC6) in 6>6,>0, (6.10) 
where yr(t) is entire in [ and C” near t=O. To prove (6.3) we proceed to 
examine the kernel, in the sense of (5.2), of the operator v’j2R([) vP ‘12, 
acting on sections of r. . II2 Here the Riemannian density, v, is a non- 
vanishing smooth section of f, . ‘/* By Lemma 4.6 this reduces to analysing 
the lift of G, to Xx, X. 
The invariance of G, under fractional linear transformations means that 
it is enough to use the half-space model and consider the behaviour of G, 
only over a bounded region in H”+ ’ x0 H”+ ‘, that is with o and o’ boun- 
ded. In the interior of Xx0 X the statement about the kernel of R(c) follows 
from its identity as a pseudodifferential operator. Since Xx, X is identified 
with H”+’ x H”+’ away from the front face and diagonal of the corner, 
respectively, the first step is to consider G, on H”+ ’ x H”+‘. From (6.6), 
es = (xx’)-’ h(w, w’), h>O and C” on [H”+l~H”fl]\d~. 
Inserting this into (6.10) shows that 
x-((x’)-[ Gc(w, w’) is C” on [H”+‘xH”+‘]\AL (6.11) 
Near the intersection of the front and top faces of Xx, X, but away from 
the bottom face, the singular coordinates (s, z, x’, y’) from (3.12) can be 
used, so from (6.6) 
Is- 112+ Iz12 
cosh(S)=l + 2s . 
Thus by reasoning similar to that above, sPiGs is C” near the top face and 
away from the diagonal in the front face. The same argument applies, by 
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symmetry, near the bottom face. Near the corner the coordinates 
(p, p’, r, W) from (3.12) are available and 
cash(b) = 1 + ” -;;; + ’ 
Thus, similarly, (pp’))’ G, is C” near the corner of Xx, X. Finally near 
dr n F, G, is easily seen to behave as it does in the interior. This completes 
the proof of (6.3) for all even n. 
For n odd it is only necessary to find a suitable replacement for (6.10); 
define yr so that (6.10) holds. Changing variable of integration in (6.9) to 
z=e ~ o + ’ and replacing the distance parameter by p = e ~’ gives 
g, = const. x pr 
s 
O<p< 1. (6.12) 
0 
This shows that, as a function of p, yr is C” down to p = 0, when ‘S(l) > 0. 
Indeed the integral in (6.12) is the Mellin transform of a distribution of the 
form (1 - r);“12 q(T,p) with the factor q C” on the square [0, l] x [0, f]. 
From this (6.10) follows except that yr will in general have poles at the 
non-positive integers (see, e.g., [MM]). The residues at these poles will 
always be polynomial in cash(b). This implies that the residues of the 
operator R(5) will be of finite rank, because of (6.6), and hence completes 
the proof of the proposition. 
(6.13) LEMMA. If 4 is a defining function for the boundary of B”+ ’ then 
R(c): @(B”+‘) -q+P’(B”+‘) (6.14) 
is entire in [, for n even, and meromorphic with poles offinite rank at -No 
for n odd. 
Proof. Consider the decomposition of R in (6.4). As discussed in 
Section 4, the operator R’(c) is continuous on cm(Bn+ ‘), in this case 
depending holomorphically on <. Thus it suffices to consider the second 
term, R”(c), in (6.4). If fetI?(B”+‘) is lifted to B”+l xoB”+‘, by 
regarding it as a function on the second factor of B”+ ’ x B”+ ‘, then it 
vanishes to infinite order at both the bottom face and front face. Thus the 
product with the kernel of R”(c), K”(C) b*( f ), is of the form x’h, where ho 
is a C” section of rh12 up to all corners and vanishing to all orders at the 
front and bottom faces. Pushing this density back to B”+ ’ x B”+ ’ therefore 
gives xrh where h is now a C” section of r:” over BE+’ x B”+ ’ vanishing 
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to all orders at the boundary of the right factor, B”+’ x aB”+‘. Clearly 
then (6.14), and therefore the lemma, follows. 
These mapping properties of the resolvent family on hyperbolic space 
need to be extended considerably in order to handle the successive rror 
terms which arise in the construction of the resolvent below. 
(6.15) LEMMA. If4 IS a defining function for the boundary of B”+ ’ then 
foranykEN=(1,2,...}, 
R(c): ~i+kCoo(Bn+‘),~iCOO(B”+‘) (6.16) 
is continuous and meromorphic in [ with poles at $(n - k) - +N,, (and -NO 
for n odd). 
Proof This will be reduced to Lemma 6.13 by a formal power series 
argument. Thus, given ,f~ q5r+kCm(B”C ‘) try initially to find 
u E qii+kCao(Bn+ ‘) such that 
[d+c(c-n)] u-,~E~~+~+‘P(B”+‘). (6.17) 
This only involves the indicial operator since 
[d-Z(d)]: q3i+kCoo(Bn+‘)~q5i+k+2Cm(Bn+‘). 
The identity 
[Z(d)+i({-n)](xitkg(y))= -k(2[+k-n)xitkg(y) (6.18) 
shows that (6.17) can be solved successively with poles only as indicated. 
Solving (6.17) repeatedly and then using Borel’s lemma to sum the 
resulting power series allows Lemma 6.13 to be applied to complete the 
proof, since continuity follows in the same way. 
As will be seen in the next section, somewhat more singular error terms 
than those in (6.16) arise in the construction of a parametrix. These terms 
are of geometric origin. Thus consider the unit ball, B”+‘, in R”+ ’ with a 
point, q, distinguished on its boundary. The manifold obtained by blowing 
up this point is diffeomorphic to a quarter sphere, Q. As noted in Section 3 
the front face of Xx,X has tibres of this type. Let x and r be defining 
functions on Q for the two pieces of boundary. The spaces needed in the 
construction below consist of conormal functions 
when pushed back to B”+ ‘. 
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(6.19) ~OPOSITION. For integers k E N and p E Z the resolvent family 
extends (from ‘S(c) 9 0) to a continuous linear map 
R(l): ri+Pxc+kCao(Q) + rc+PxSCm(Q) (6.20) 
meromorphic in c E C with poles at 5 E i(n - k) - +N, and c E tp - $N, (and 
[E -N, for n odd). 
Proof This is eventually reduced to Lemma 6.15 by a formal power 
series argument in the r variable, but in the process generalizations of 
Lemmas 6.13 and 6.15, to a related family of operators, are needed. 
In this argument it is more convenient to work with H”+ ’ rather than 
B n+‘, and to take the distinguished point q as the origin. Note the 
invariance of the Laplacian under the homothety on H”+ I, 
The formula 
M,: H”+’ 3 w = (x, y) H aw = (ax, ay). 
hJOf= IwlP Cd +5(1-n)l(lwl”f) (6.21) 
therefore defines a differential operator with C” coefficients on the half 
sphere S: = {(o,,,O); 0~20, wi+ 1012= 11; 
I,,([): cyv+ ) -+ cys; ) (6.22) 
by extending f~ Coo(S) to be homogeneous of degree zero. 
A simple computation using the formula for the Laplacian, on R”+ ‘, in 
polar coordinates shows that 
LJi)=oi(ds-v(v+n- 1)) +(n- 1) V+i(i-n), (6.23) 
where VE Y$(S”,) is the vector field obtained by projecting xa, to the 
sphere. In particular L,(c) is polynomial in 5 and is an elliptic element of 
DilI#“,); its indicial operator is just 
Z(L,(i)) = --?*a: + (n - 1) ta, + [(i -n), (6.24) 
the same as for the Laplacian on hyperbolic space. Thus to analyse the 
solutions of L,(c) an induction over dimension, and over the whole con- 
struction, could be used. Fortunately this is not necessary, since the kernel 
of the inverse of L,(c) can be obtained almost as explicitly as that of the 
model Laplacian, and indeed by the method of descent from the model. 
Suppose that p E C,“(R) is identically equal to one in a neighbourhood of 
0. Then consider 
T,(Of= t?. M,*{rp”R(i)Cp(r) r”f(~)l>, fe cm@“,). (6.25) 
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Obviously if the limit exists it is homogeneous of degree zero, i.e., invariant 
under M,. Similarly if the operator T,,(c) exists it is clearly a right inverse 
for L,(c) acting on Cm@>). Substituting the Schwartz kernel of R(c) into 
(6.25) gives a formula for the kernel of r,(c), 
where if g[(S) = h&cosh a), then 
(6.27) 
This formal derivation of (6.26) and (6.27) can either be justified directly, if 
9?(i) > ‘8(v) > in, or else it is readily verified that these formulae do indeed 
give an inverse to L,(c). Note in any case, using (6.10), that for this range 
of q and [ the integral in (6.27) converges when w # o’ and both points are 
away from the boundary. 
Using these formulae for the inverse of L,(i) close analogues of Lemmas 
6.13 and 6.15 can be proved. First the analogue of Proposition (6.2) is 
needed. In place of (6.3), 
T,(i) E Y~2~u+- ‘, a = Wi), (6.28) 
is meromorphic with poles at [ = fq - No (and [ = -No if n is odd). 
Similarly in place of (6.5) for a suitable decomposition 
T,(i) = q(i) + T;(i), qo E yg*(s: ), T;(i) E ul,- ‘m’u~u- ‘W) 
(6.29) 
the kernel of the boundary part has a simple expansion 
kyi) E (PY (P’F 
1 
cm@: x0 s: ; l-y,. (6.30) 
The poles at [ = q -No are of particular importance, since they must be 
removed to give the result stated in Proposition 6.19. Before discussing this 
we proceed to verify these facts about T,,. 
Expanding the argument of h, in (6.27) gives 
l+ lw--tw’12=1+(-1)2 
2tw,o; 2sw,wb+F’ F=’ ;;im’. (6.31) 
The two substitutions 
(t)“*=&T+Jx, ?> 1, (t)“*=JR+I-fi, O<r<l 
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together reduce (6.27) to 
s 2R %l=c o O” m,(R) h, l+- oodl (6.32) 
Now consider the behaviour of H,, near the front face of Sz x0 S;t. 
Since there is an obvious rotation invariance it suffices to work near a 
fixed point, for simplicity near o = (0, 0, . . . . 0, 1). Then (q,, W) = 
(%, 01 Y ..‘, w,- 1 ) give local coordinates. Moreover from (6.31), 
F= k. (Iwo-a&l*+ /cT,-ti’l*+ej 
with the remainder e C” in w, o’ and O(l(o,, O)l” + [(oh, &‘)I”). Thus, 
lifting to S: x0 S!+ ,
F=[(l-s)*+lzl*+e’(s,z,o’)]/4s, (6.33) 
where e’ is C” and vanishes at wb = 0; here q, = so& 0 = 0’ + wOz/s are 
the usual coordinates in the interior of the front face of S’!,. x,, S; , see 
(3.12). Now substituting (6.33) into (6.32) and changing variable again, to 
r = R/woo& 
Oc, H,, = c 
s 
m,(o,o’,r) h, 1 + r + 
(1 -s)*+ lzl*+e’ 20, dr 
0 4s Jr(l+w,wbr)‘ 
(6.34) 
This easily shows that, away from {s = 1, z = 0}, where the argument of h, 
can take the value 1 (where it is singular), Hc,a is a C” function up to the 
front face wb=O. 
Similarly to get the behaviour (6.30) near the intersection of the front 
and top faces, multiply (6.34) by SK(. Using the regularity of h, as its 
argument approaches infinity, (6.10), and changing variable to x = rs one 
finds 
* m,((ob)*x)(s+x+t[(l -S)*+ l.42+~‘l)~i 
q(l+z+F) 
Jqi-&T 
From this representation of H,, it follows that (6.30) holds near the inter- 
section of the top and front faces. The argument near the intersection of 
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front and bottom faces is similar, except that an extra factor of S-I arises, 
giving (6.30) again. The argument near the corner and the diagonal is 
sufficiently straightforward as to be left to the reader. 
This completes the proof of (6.28), (6.29) and (6.30) except for the 
stated meromorphy. So far the kernel has only been investigated in the 
region of convergence of the integral (6.32), i.e., frr < %2(q) < ‘$I([). The 
obstruction to the analytic continuation of H,,, in (6.32) comes from the 
growth of the integrand as R -+ 00. The behaviour of h, for large values of 
its argument is given by (6.10) and from (6.32) the factor m, has an 
expansion 
m,(R)- f ek(v)Rqpk+ f e;(q-)R-q--k asR-+m 
k=O k=O 
with entire coefftcients. Overall the integrand therefore has an expansion of 
the form 
R-CfV f a,Rp’+R-r-‘r z a;R-‘. 
/=O I=0 
Thus on analytic continuation there can only be poles at c f q E -No. The 
coefficients a, are entire in q with poles in c only at the poles of h, itself. 
Consider the form of the residues of T, at the corresponding points, 
[E q -No. From the form of h, it is easy to see that these finite rank 
operators have range in the functions of the form (w,)[ b,, where 6, is the 
restriction to the half-sphere of a polynomial. 
The information (6.28), (6.29), and (6.30), together with the form already 
noted in (6.24) of the indicial operator of L,(c) and the discussion above, 
allow the arguments of Lemmas 6.13 and 6.15 to be extended directly. 
Thus, with $ a defining function for the boundary of the half-sphere, 
T,(i): ~i+‘Coo(S~)~~iCuo(S~) (6.35) 
with poles only at the points +(rz - 1) - No and &-q - tNo and with residues 
satisfying 
Resb=)l-y: @“Cw(S”,) -+ @Pn(S;), (6.36) 
with Pn(S”,) the space of restrictions to the half-sphere of polynomials. 
With these mapping properties the proof of Proposition 6.19 can now be 
completed. Given f E r r’pxr”‘Cm(Q) proceed to solve the equation 
Cd+i(r-n)lu=.c (6.37) 
Here the interior of Q has been identified with the interior of B”+ ‘, as 
described in Section 4. Thus the top face {r = 0} of Q has been compressed 
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to a point. Replacing B”+ ’ by H”+ ‘, as above, it can be assumed that 
r = 1~1 is Euclidean distance from the origin. Thus f has an expansion 
with each fi homogeneous of degree zero, i.e., a function on S: . In fact, 
f,E*~+wqSn+) is entire in i. (6.38) 
Recalling (6.21) try to solve (6.36), in the sense of formal power series in 
1~1, by taking 
u1 -,ro rifp+‘vl, v,= T;+,+,f,. (6.39) 
where T;,,,, is the regular part of T, at q = [ +p + 1. Combining (6.35) 
and (6.38) one finds that v,~@?‘(S;), so the series (6.39) can be 
summed, using Borel’s lemma to u, E ri fp~iCm( Q). Then, 
[A+<([-n)]u,-f=f,~x~+‘P(B”+‘). 
Indeed from the form of u, it is certainly the case that 
(6.40) 
fi =4 iri’pf ‘,, f ‘, E Cm(Q). 
However, the choice of the coefficients in (6.39) has removed all the power 
series off; in r except those terms coming from the residues of the T,,. As 
noted above these residues are actually polynomials, i.e., are certainly the 
lifts of C” functions from Bnfl to Q. This gives (6.40) since the fact that xl 
satisfies the indicial equation means that there can be no term with this 
leading part in fi . Thus Lemma 6.15 can be used to solve 
Cd+i(i-n)14=f1, u2 E x’C” (B” + ’ ), 
Now u = uI - u2 solves the original equation (6.36). Since this solution is in 
L2 for %(I!J large enough this provides the desired analytic extension of 
R(c). This completes the proof of Proposition 6.19, since continuity is also 
clear. 
7. PARAMETRIX AND RESOLVENT 
Using the results of the preceding sections it is now possible to construct, 
rather directly, a parametrix for the operator A associated to a Riemann 
metric of the type described in Section 2. 
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(7.1) THEOREM. If g is a Riemanniun metric of the type (2.3) on a 
compact manifold with boundary, X, of dimension  + 1 then the operator 
(7.2) 
is invertible, by the spectral theorem, for ‘IX([) su lclently large, with inverse ff’ ’ 
R(c) extending to a meromorphic family 
R(c) E Y;‘,~~~(X), (7.3) 
having poles only in ‘S(i) < in, or real poles with < < n, all with residues of 
finite rank; moreover the kernel of R(i) satisfies the conditions (6.3), (6.4), 
and (6.5). 
The main step in the proof of this result is the construction of a good 
approximation to R(5). 
(7.4) PROPOSITION. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1 there is a 
family of operators M(C), meromorphic with poles only at f(n-N) and 
residues offinite rank, satisfying (6.3), (6.4), and (6.5) such that 
P(~).M(~)-I~=E(~)ER”Y~“,“,I(X). (7.5) 
Proof. The first step is to choose M,(c) E Y;‘(X) such that 
P(i).Mo(i)-Id=Q,(i,~vl,-~(x). (7.6) 
This construction is just a uniform version of the usual construction of a 
parametrix for an elliptic operator on a compact manifold. 
As with the standard construction a straightforward induction over the 
symbol filtration suffices. Thus initially consider M,,,E Y;*(X). In view of 
Theorem 4.15, 
o~oCp(S) .Mo,o(i)l = o~2CP(I)1° ~~-*C~o,oKn 
Using the exactness of (4.16) and the ellipticity of P(c), MO,,(~) can be 
chosen so that 
f’(i). M,,(i) - Id = Q,,,(l) E ‘f’;‘(O 
Proceeding inductively the same argument allows M,,,(i) E Y;’ -J(X), 
j= 1, 2, .‘.) to be chosen so that 
P(i). Mo,j(i) + Qo.j(i) = Qo,j+ I E ul,-l- ‘(-0 
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Then asymptotically summing the kernels of these operators and taking 
MO(l) N 5 MO,jE yl72(x) (7.7) 
j=O 
solves (7.6). Of course this construction can be carried out holomorphically 
in c. 
The next stage is to find M,(~)E Y;mxc,i(X) such that 
f’(i) -M,(i)- Q,(C)= Q~(~)E~“Y,?W-). (7.8) 
Here R is a defining function for the front face of Xx, X. The smoothness 
of the kernels up to the front face allows (7.8) to be solved by power series 
calculations. The first step is to choose M,,, E Y; “,rJ(X) such that 
P(i).M,,o(i)-Q,(i)=e,,,~Ry,“,~,~(X). (7.9) 
Recall from Proposition 5.19 that to solve (7.9) modulo such an error it is 
only necessary to solve 
N&J’) .&.(M,,o(I)) = Np(Q,). (7.10) 
Now, by construction Ql E Y;“(X) so the normal operator of Q 1 in (7.10) 
is C” on the front face and vanishes to all orders at the boundary. Recall 
from Section 3 that the interior of each leaf of the front face of Xx, X can 
be identified with the hyperbolic ball B”+ ’ by blowing up one point on the 
boundary of the ball. Under this identification therefore (7.10) reduces to 
the model equation 
Cd + UC-n)1 ~,Wf,,o) = &(Q&)b ~=V”+ ‘1. (7.11) 
This can be solved, meromorphically in [, by Lemma 6.13. Thus, using the 
surjectivity of (5.20), a solution to (7.9) can indeed be found. For sub- 
sequent steps in the construction it is important to note that this choice of 
M,,, E Y<a*l*i(X) actually gives a slightly better error term than was 
sought in (7.9). The kernel of the error term Q,,, in (7.9) is required to 
vanish at the front face, the actual error is also one order lower than 
indicated at the top face. Indeed, as noted in Proposition 5.8, along the top 
face 
K(P(c). MI,,(~)) = I(p(i)). K(M,,o(~)) (7.12) 
modulo terms which vanish there to one higher order, i.e., modulo terms in 
Y;O”*i+ ‘,<(A’). Now if p is a defining function for the top face then pr is 
always a solution of the indicial operator up to such an error. Thus by the 
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choice of M,,,([), the expressions in (7.12) must also be of this order. Thus 
in solving (7.9) the better remainder 
J’(i). M,,,(i) - Q, = xQi’,~> Q;,, E ‘Gm,5%7 (7.13) 
has actually been achieved. This sets the general pattern for the induction. 
To continue this construction inductively it is natural to seek a formal 
power series in R, 
M,(i) - f RkN,k(ih 
k=O 
lqk E !P; "qx). (7.14) 
In fact it is more convenient o take the formal power series in the variable 
x’, a defining function for the boundary of the right factor of X in the 
product. The reason for this is simply that the operator P(i) commutes 
with this multiplication on the kernel, i.e., 
M,(i) - c (X’lk M,&(i) =, p(i) ‘M,(i) * c cX’lk cp(i) ’ Ml,kl- t7.15) 
k=O k=O 
Note that on Xx0 X the quotient x'/R is C” and is a defining function for 
the bottom face. Thus for the expansion (7.15) to correspond to (7.14) one 
needs only 
(7.16) 
The iterative problem to be solved is therefore of the form 
P(i).M,,,(i)-Q,,k(i)=XQ;,k+~r Q:,k+,E@?--k(X), 
since 
(7.17) 
Q;:,k E y;mL-k+ ‘(x) o Q,,,=; Q’Isk~ Y-m,~+l,~-k. (7.18) 
The argument needed to solve (7.17) and (7.18) now follows that for 
(7.9) closely. First by Proposition 5.9 an error in the space RY'g",r~~-k(X) 
on the right in (7.17) can be achieved by solving the normal equation 
N,(p(t)). Np(“l,k(i)) = &@l,k(~)). (7.19) 
The right side of this equation is in the space r(- Kit + ‘Cm(Q) in the ter- 
minology of Proposition 6.19, i.e., r defines the top face, x the bottom. 
Thus (7.19) has a unique solution in r l- kxrCm(Q). This solution obviously 
depends smoothly on the base point p in the boundary of X hence an 
element 1I4r,~([) of Y;W,c,c-k(X) solving (7.17) in this weaker form can be 
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found. Again the kernel of this operator is such that the leading term at the 
top face of Xx, X is annihilated by the indicial operator of P. Thus the full 
strength of (7.17) is obtained. This completes the induction. Thus the 
formal power series (7.151, or equivalently (7.14), has been obtained. 
Summing this series, and again using the form of the indicial operator gives 
a solution to 
(7.20) 
The third and final stage in the construction of the parametrix is to 
remove the Taylor series of the right side of (7.20) at the top face of Xx, X. 
From the last part of Proposition 5.19 this is again a problem involving the 
indicial operator only. In fact since the kernel of Qz vanishes to infinite 
order at the front face of Xx0 X it can be projected to Xx X to a function 
in the space 
xc+‘(x’)c C”(Xx X). (7.21) 
The formal power series argument used in the proof of Lemma 6.15 can 
then be used to find 
such that P(c). M2([) - Q, = Q3 E R” !P; m,“,c(X). 
(7.22) 
Again this operator can be taken to be meromorphic in [ with poles only 
at the points described in Lemma 6.15. Finally then 
MO = MO(i) - M,(l) + M*(i) 
satisfies the identity (7.5). This completes the proof of Proposition 7.4. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. As noted in Section 5 the error term, E(c) in 
(7.5) is compact as an operator on any weighted L*-space x’L*(X), with 
respect o the Riemmanian measure, with weight I> max(O, -‘%([)). Thus 
analytic Fredholm theory applies to the operator Id-E([) on such a 
space. To avoid the possibility that the parametrix M(c) might have a non- 
trivial null space for all values of [ it is convenient o first modify it. 
Consider the equation (7.5) for [ = 2n. Clearly then E(2n) is compact as 
an operator on L*(X). Thus the eigenspace of E(2n) with eigenvalues 1 is 
linite dimensional. Moreover since the range of E(i) is always contained in 
Cm(X) so are these eigenfunctions. Since P(2n) is an isomorphism from the 
domain of the Laplacian to L*(X) it follows that M(2n) has closed range of 
finite codimension in the domain. In particular there are dim null(E(2n)) 
elements of c’“(X) which are not in the range of M(2n) but together with 
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M(2n) Cm(X) form a dense subspace of L’(X). This preliminary discussion 
shows that there is a smoothing operator of finite rank M” such that: 
M’(i) = M(i) + M” has no null space at [ = 2n. (7.23) 
Since M” is smoothing, in fact has Schwartz kernel in @(Xx A’), its 
addition to M(i) does not change the validity of (7.5). 
Now proceeding with the application of analytic Fredholm theory, the 
inverse must be meromorphic as a function of 5, acting on the weighted 
spaces described above. Set 
[Id-E(i)]-‘=Id+F([). (7.24) 
Naturally it is important to show that the kernel of F is of the same type as 
E(i 1, i.e., 
F(~)E R”Y,y-I(X). (7.25) 
Fortunately this is easy because the regularity (7.25) is precisely equivalent 
to the condition that 
F(C): x-Pm(x) -+ e(X), (7.26) 
which is the condition that F(c) map all distributions supported on X into 
C” functions vanishing to all orders at the boundary. Now to prove (7.26) 
observe that, by construction, E(c) has this mapping property. The 
definition of F(i) is equivalent to the two conditions 
F(5) = E(i) + F(i) .E(i) = E(C) + E(i) .f’l‘(i), (7.27) 
as operators on the appropriate weighted L*-space. The first identity shows 
that F(c) maps C?‘(X) into the L* space, the second then shows that it 
maps this space into Cm(X). This proves (7.27), and hence (7.26) and so 
(7.25). This condition on F(c) shows that the composition with M’(i) is 
well defined and 
M’(c) . F( 5) E !P; “,i~i(X), 
is meromorphic. This completes the proof of the existence, and structure, of 
the resolvent since the identity 
R(i) = M’(l) + M’(i) -F(i) (7.28) 
certainly holds when ‘93(c) is sufficiently large. 
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8. QUOTIENT DOMAINS AND EISENSTEIN SERIFS 
As an application of Theorem 7.1 the meromorphic extension of the 
Eisenstein series on certain non-compact hyperbolic spaces will be 
demonstrated. These domains are of the form r\H”+ ‘, where r is a dis- 
crete group of motions on hyperbolic space. In fact considerably stronger 
hypotheses on r will be imposed. First it is required that 
r is discrete and acts properly discontinuously and isometrically on H”+ ‘. 
(8.1) 
Next it will be supposed that 
r has a noncompact, geometrically finite fundamental domain. (8.2) 
See [LP] for a discussion of this condition; it is the requirement hat there 
be a fundamental domain in H” + I, for the action of r, bounded by a finite 
number of totally geodesic hypersurfaces. It is hoped that the methods 
above can be extended to cover all these cases. For the moment however, 
the most interesting types of singularity must be excluded. In fact r will be 
further restricted by supposing that 
r contains no parabolic elements. (8.3) 
This is equivalent to the quotient having no cusps at infinity. There may, 
however, still be singularities in the quotient, arising from the isolated fixed 
points of elliptic subgroups of r. The metric around such points is of the 
following conic type. 
Let X be a manifold with boundary, with Y a component of the boun- 
dary of X. A Riemann metric on the interior of X is said to be conic at Y if 
the metric tensor, g (as a symmetric 2-cotensor), extends to be C” up to Y 
with two additional properties. First 
at y E Y, g has rank 1 and null space equal to T, Y. (8.4) 
Recall the notation Vb for the space of C” vector fields, on X, tangent to Y. 
Let p be a defining function for Y in X. Then a conic metric also satisfies 
the non-degeneracy condition 
if yE Y and I/E %(X) then lim g(v, exists 
=+Y p 
and vanishes only when V, = 0. (8.5) 
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It follows easily from these two conditions that there is a C” l-form v on X 
such that 
g-v.v=O(p2) at Y. (8.6) 
A metric satisfying (8.4) and (8.5) is said to be properly conic if 
there is a closed C” l-form v satisfying (8.6). (8.7) 
(8.8) PROPOSITION. Let r be a group of motions of Hnf’ satisfying 
(8.1), (8.2), and (8.3) and containing no elliptic subgroup fixing a set ef 
positive dimension. The quotient domain r/H”+‘, possibly with a finite set 
removed, is the interior of C” manifold with boundary near each boundary 
component of which the hyperbolic metric is either properly conic, or else of 
the type (2.1). 
Proof. Let D be the complement of the closure of the set of hyperbolic 
fixed points of the action of r on the boundary aH”+ ’ z S”. Then r acts 
properly discontinuously on H”+ ’ u 52 (see [Gr]). The quotient 
M,=r\(H”+‘uQ) 
is the preliminary compactification. The absence of parabolic elements in r 
together with the assumption on the elliptic elements ensures that r acts 
freely on D and that, near the image of 52, M, is a manifold with boundary 
on which the induced metric takes the form (2.1). Finally the desired 
compactification M is obtained by blowing up any elliptic fixed points of r 
in the interior. The metric is then conic near the new boundaries. 
That elliptic fixed points cause no particular difficulty in the analysis of 
the Laplacian on quotient domains is well known. The main reason for this 
is that if aE aF is fixed by some element of r then the hypothesis (8.3) 
implies that its stability subgroup r, c r consists of elliptic elements with a 
the only fixed point of the subgroup. Then the quotient domain 
A’=r\H n+’ is locally isometric to r,\H”+’ near the image of a. This 
allows a parametrix to be constructed easily. Even if this were not the case, 
the methods of [Me] and [MM] could be used to construct a parametrix 
more directly, though less explicitly. Since the eventual intention of this 
work is to give a unified treatment of the various types of singularities that 
arise in the geometrically finite case, the direct method, using the group 
invariance, will be interpreted in terms of the totally characteristic, i.e., V,-, 
calculus. 
If X is any manifold with boundary the Vb-blown up product X xb X is 
defined simply by blowing up the corner aX x aX as a submanifold of X x X 
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(see [Me] or [Ho, Vol3]). Thus Xx, X has a new “front” face together 
with the old boundaries, forming a top and bottom face 
XX,XE[O, 00)x [-l,l]xaxxax. (8.9) 
In fact if (x, y), (x’, y’) are local coordinates (possibly different) in the two 
factors, with x, x’ defining functions for the boundaries, then local 
coordinates consistent with (8.9) are given by 
R=x+x’, 
x - x’ t=- 
x+x” 
y and y’. (8.10) 
Using notation very similar to that of Sections 4 and 5 consider the 
spaces of totally characteristic pseudodifferential operators introduced in 
[Me] and the boundary terms which arise in their inversion, see [MM]. 
In place of (4.10) consider the following representation of an operator 
acting on half-densities 
p = 2 dy “=, 
I I 
f=f(-T Y) P- (8.11) 
As in the discussion in Section 4 the kernel lifts to a distributional density 
on Xx, X; by setting s = (1 - t)/( 1 + t). The appropriate singular density 
bundle is ri’*, dual to the space of vector fields Yb and spanned locally by 
the section jdx dy/xl ‘I=. So let 
K;(x) c c-“(Xx, x; ry, (8.12) 
be the space of all (polyhomogeneous) conormal sections, associated to the 
lifted diagonal AZ, = (t = 0, y = y’} vanishing to infinite order at the top 
and bottom faces. Here, r,, on a manifold with corners is p-l r, where p 
is the product of defining functions for all the boundary components of 
codimension one. Then in terms of the representation (8.11), 
A E YF(X; ry, 0 K(A) E q(x). (8.13) 
The symbolic, composition and mapping properties of these operators are 
discussed in [Me]. 
The boundary terms, analogous to those in Section 5 can be defined 
similarly. Thus given defining functions p for the top face, p’ for the bottom 
face and R for the front face of Xx, X set 
A E RkY-‘-‘,‘J(X; l-A’=) o K(A)E RkpP(p’)q C”(Xx, x; Z-A”), 
(8.14) 
580/75/2-7 
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in terms of the representation (8.11). Then define 
A very special case of a conic point arises by the introduction of polar 
coordinates around a regular point in a Riemannian manifold. Thus 
consider a = (0, . . . . 0, 1) E H”+ 1 treated as a conic point; blowing it up gives 
X,=(H”+‘),r [0, co)xS”. (8.15) 
(8.16) LEMMA. Zfn> 1 then with respect to the blow up map of (8.15) 
the resolvent operator R(c) of (6.1) acting on half-densities on the hyperbolic 
space H”+r, lifts to an element 
R(c) E R2!F 2,(1/2)(n+ 1).(1/2)(n+ 1)(X,; q2,. (8.17) 
Proof: This is a simple computation starting from the formula (6.10). 
Consider the lift to X, xb X, of the function 
cash(b)- 1= ‘y--w,:,,, w, o’eH”+‘. 
0 0 
(8.18) 
Of course this is C” on X, xb X, and vanishes to precisely second order at 
the diagonal, so when lifted is of the form R2q where q is C” and vanishes 
to precisely second order on the lifted diagonal &. The kernel of R(c) 
acting on half-densities (using the Riemannian density to trivialize the 
bundles) is 
(8.19) 
Now (8.18) and (6.10) show that lifted to X, xb X, Green’s function, g,(6), 
is of the form R - n+‘k where k is a conormal function of order -2 at drb 
extending to be C” up to the other boundaries. The density factors in 
(8.19) contribute a C” multiple of R”+ 1p(1/2)(n+ ‘)(p’)(1/2)(n+ ‘), when 
treated as a section of ri”. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
(8.20) COROLLARY. Zf r, is a finite group of elliptic motions of H”+’ 
with one fixed point, a, then the resolvent kernel R(c) satisfies (8.17) 
provided X, is the quotient r,\H” + I blown up around the conic point. 
Proof: The group r, acts on the sphere in the decomposition in terms 
of the Riemannian distance 
H”+l\{a}=(O, a~)xP. (8.21) 
This finite group action obviously preserves the structure (8.17). 
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(8.22) THEOREM. Zf r is a group of motions of H”+’ satisfying the 
hypotheses of Proposition 8.8 then the resolvent family for the automorphic 
Laplacian 
defined on L2(F) for S(5) su iciently large, extends to be meromorphic in ff 
CCC. 
Proof: The method is the same as in the proof of Theorem 7.1; first a 
meromorphic parametrix is constructed and then analytic Fredholm theory 
gives the desired extension. 
Following Proposition 8.8 the construction will be carried out on a 
blown-up version of the product of the manifold X with itself. The boun- 
dary components of X are of two types, corresponding to the hyperbolic 
metric being either of boundary or conic type. Those corners of the product 
Xx X which meet the diagonal fall in the same two classes. Let 2 be the 
manifold obtained by blowing up the diagonal in the first type of corner 
and blowing up the corner in the second case; corners away from the 
diagonal are left unchanged. Let r* ‘I2 be the bundle over 2 which has the 
singularity type of r:” at the first type of boundary and of rA12 at the 
second. The main constructive step is to show the existence of a suitable 
parametrix. 
An operator M(c) will be constructed with Schwartz kernel which lifts to 
Z to be a distributional section of ry’ of the following type. Near the 
diagonal it is a polyhomogeneous conormal section. Number the boundary 
components of codimension one Tr, T,, . . . with the first N terms those of 
boundary type which are the lifts of boundary components in the first fac- 
tor of X in Xx X. Boundary components introduced by blowing up are 
considered to be of the same type as the components from which they 
arose. Let pi be defining functions for the various boundary components. 
Up to boundary components of the first, boundary type, the kernel is a C” 
.multiple of pi; up to boundary components of the conic type lifted from the 
product Xx X it is a C” multiple of ~j’/~)(” +l) and up to conic components 
introduced by blowing up it is a C” multiple of p:. The aim is to construct 
M(c) so that the remainder term in 
P(l) . M(l) = Id + E(5) (8.23) 
has kernel which is a C” section of f :/’ in the interior, vanishing to infinite 
order at all components introduced by blowing up and at the first N boun- 
dary components, and a C” multiple of p5 up to the other non-conic boun- 
dary components and of ~!l/~)(” + ‘) up to the conic boundary components. 
Simply by combining the construction of Proposition near the blown up 
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boundaries of the first type and Lemma 8.16 near the conic surface clearly 
gives an operator with all the desired properties, except that the kernel of 
E(c) need not vanish to infmite order near the first N components. To 
remove the Taylor series at these (outgoing) surfaces only requires a formal 
power series argument using the normal operator, see the proof of 
Proposition 7.4. Thus the solution of (8.23) by an operator as stated, is 
now straightforward. 
The remainder of the argument, leading to the conlusion that the 
resolvent R(i) has a meromorphic extension with kernel having the same 
properties as stated above for the parametrix, now follows that of Theorem 
7.1 closely, so the details are omitted. Thus Theorem 8.22 is a direct 
consequence of the constructions above. 
Next consider the Eisenstein series associated to a discrete group action 
of the type considered above. This classical construction can be viewed 
analytically as part of the spectral decomposition of the Laplacian on the 
quotient domain, X, with the Eisenstein series corresponding to the con- 
tinuous spectrum. In the classical case, when n = 1 and T\H2 has finite 
volume, the continuous spectrum of d is of finite multiplicity equal to the 
number of cusps at infinity (i.e., the number of non-conjugate parabolic 
subgroups of r). There is then one Eisenstein series for each point at 
infinity. For the quotients discussed here, which are much larger at infinity 
than domains with cusps, there is again one Eisenstein series for each point 
at infinity. The net effect is that the Eisenstein series together give a 
“Poisson kernel” for the asymptotic boundary problem. 
The Eisenstein series is simply obtained by summing the primitive eigen- 
function for A on H”+ ‘, xc, over the group 
qw9 i)= c b+%. (8.24) 
yer 
The subscript p here refers to a point at infinity in the quotient domain, 
here placed at infinity, in H”+ ‘, for simplicity. Of course the general case 
can be obtained by considering groups conjugate to K 
(8.25) PROPOSITION. Zf r satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 8.8 then 
the Eisenstein series (8.24) converges un&ormly on compact subsets of H”+ ’ 
for 93(c) > n and the sum extends to a meromorphic function of [ E C with 
values in the C” functions on H” + I, automorphic under IY 
Prooj The convergence of the Eisenstein series is really a statement 
about the behaviour of the sequence y(w) as y series over r. This is well- 
known, see for example [Ah]. Thus the main point is simply to show that 
the Eisenstein series can be obtained from the resolvent kernel in a direct 
way. 
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Let G&w, w’) denote the Schwartz kernel of the resolvent of the free 
Laplacian, i.e., the operator (6.1) for the Laplacian on hyperbolic space; by 
removing the density factors, G&w, w’) may be thought of as a function on 
H tZ+lXHR+l. Similarly let H&w, w’) be the Schwartz kernel of the 
resolvent in the same sense for the Laplacian on the quotient domain 
T\H”+ ‘. Now by Theorem 8.22, Hr(w, w’) is meromorphic in 5. Clearly 
H[ has a unique lift to a function on H”+ ’ x H”+ ’ which is invariant under 
the action of r on either factor of the product. This function will be 
denoted A,. 
The classical method for constructing the resolvent is to average the free 
Green function G[(w, w’) over the group. Indeed 
fi,(w, w’) = 1 G&w, w’) for s(i) > n 
Yfj- 
Again the convergence here is standard, as a distribution locally uniformly 
on compact subsets of the product. 
Set w’ = (x’, 0, . . . . 0) and then consider the limit 
lim 
x’ - to 
(x’)[ G,( w, w’) = F(c) xl. (8.27) 
This identity is easily proved directly from the formulae, (6.8) and (6.9) for 
G, =gc(S) as a function of the hyperbolic distance between the points. 
Thus, for n even from (6.8) and for n odd from (6.10) it follows that 
gi(+F(~).(2cosh6)-i as S+co, (8.28) 
with F(l) meromorphic (constant for n even and a beta function for n odd). 
This gives (8.27), which can be written more simply as 
F(<)(w~)~ = lim (wb)[ G&w, w’). 
w” m 
Using (8.26) and the usual growth estimates on f [Ah] to justify the 
interchange of limit and sum gives 
F(l) &,(w, 5) = !im 1 (wi# G&W, w’) 
w -m yer 
= lim (w;)~ i7r(w, w’), 
w” 02 X(C) 5> 0. 
(8.29) 
The final step in the proof is then to interpret the right side of (8.29) to 
show that it has a meromorphic extension. Observe that the curve 
x’ F-+ (x’, 0, . . . . 0) E H” + ’ 
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is just a geodesic in hyperbolic space with limit at the chosen point, p, at 
infinity. Along this geodesic distance is given by cash(b) = 1 + (1 - x’)*/2x’. 
With this geometric interpretation (8.29) can be trasferred to the manifold 
X of Proposition 8.8: 
F(i) E,(w, 5) = lim erdHc(w c(6)), c(6) -+p as 6 + co. 
Now on X the function 6e”. 
(8.30) 
1s just the restriction to the geodesic of a detin- 
ing function, p’, for the boundary component of X in which the limit point 
lies. That is, (8.30) can be rewritten in terms of the lift to Xx, X (since the 
limit is away from the diagonal), 
F(c) E,(w, {) = lim (p’(w’))-i H,(w, w’). 
W’LP 
The existence and meromorphy now follows directly from the behaviour of 
H, as the kernel of the meromorphic extension of R(c) shown in the proof 
of Theorem 8.22. 
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